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Abstract

The relationship between integration and awareness is central to contemporary

theories and research on consciousness. Here, we investigatedwhether and how infor-

mation integration over time, by incorporating the underlying regularities, contributes

to our awareness of the dynamic world. Using binocular rivalry, we demonstrated that

structured visual streams, constituted by shape, motion, or idiom sequences contain-

ing perceptual- or semantic-level regularities, predominated over their nonstructured

but otherwise matched counterparts in the competition for visual awareness. Despite

the apparent resemblance, a substantial dissociation of the observed rivalry advan-

tages emerged between perceptual- and semantic-level regularities. These effects

stem from nonconscious and conscious temporal integration processes, respectively,

with the former but not the latter being vulnerable to perturbations in the spa-

tiotemporal integration window. These findings corroborate the essential role of

structure-guided information integration in visual awareness and highlight a multi-

level mechanismwhere temporal integration by perceptually and semantically defined

regularities fosters the emergence of continuous conscious experience.
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INTRODUCTION

With a simple glance at Van Gogh’s Starry Night, you would be

impressed by a deep blue sky roiling with shining stars above a tranquil

village, all as a meaningful whole rather than a collection of unrelated

attributes. As you walk through the gallery, this particular conscious

experience could be extended across space and over time, engender-

ing a coherent and continuous awareness of the external world. In

this regard, the emergence of visual consciousness entails the abil-

ity to bind different features into impartible objects1,2 and integrate

disparate elements into a unitary conceptual structure across multi-

ple spatial and temporal scales.3,4 Arguably, intelligent creatures who

can generate highly composite conceptual structures that reflect the

structural regularities of the external world may gain an adaptive

advantage.5

#These authors contributed equally to this work.

Humans are endowedwith a remarkable capability to capture regu-

larities in spatial and temporal structures of the visual environment.6–8

While early research focused on the effects of spatial structures, there

is an emerging interest in how observers utilize regularities from the

temporal structure of dynamic information to enhance visual percep-

tion. Even without configurational cues, temporal structures defined

by synchronous changes in a visual feature lead to the immediate per-

ception of dynamic objects from a mixture of elements.9,10 Temporal

structures based on statistical regularities in the sequence of mean-

ingless symbols attract attention to specific visual features or spatial

locations.11 Temporal structures of sign languages, which show quasi-

rhythmic characteristics, can entrain neural oscillations to maximize

sensitivity to informational signals in language.12

While temporal structures defined by various types of regularities

influence different aspects of visual information processing, whether

regular temporal structure confers a benefit to the generation of
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conscious content remains undetermined. The answer to this question

is of considerable importance because the content of consciousness

is limited, in contrast to the seemingly unlimited information avail-

able in the visual environment.13,14 To resolve this paradox, the visual

system has to prioritize certain types of content among the informa-

tion competing for conscious awareness.15,16 Despite its significance,

our knowledge about the rules and mechanisms governing such visual

competition is far from complete.17

Here, we proposed that regularities in the temporal dimension

could be a fundamental factor underlying the construction of contin-

uous conscious content and modulating visual competition through

visual integration. The Information Integration Theory (IIT) assumes

spatiotemporal integration of the incoming visual information as a pre-

requisite for the construction of conscious experiences.3,5 If this holds

true, a highly regular temporal structure that establishes predictable

connections among individual items may facilitate the integration pro-

cess, thereby empowering a structured stream to stand out from

others during visual competition. On the contrary, if temporal inte-

gration is not essential for the generation of conscious content, then

information streams with similar low-level physical attributes but dif-

fering only in the regularity conveyed in their temporal structures

would not exhibit any differences in competition.

To test these hypotheses, we adopted binocular rivalry (BR), a phe-

nomenon in which observers’ conscious perception alternates sponta-

neously between two stimuli presented dichoptically to their left and

right eyes.18 Relative longer dominancedurations for a given rival stim-

ulus indicate its advantage in the competition for consciousness.15,16

In Experiment 1, we pitted structured streamswith their random coun-

terparts to assess whether temporally structured information enjoys

a privilege in BR. Moreover, we employed four types of structured

streams (based on shape, motion, contrast, and idiom stimuli) to exam-

ine whether the rivalry advantage could extend across perceptual-

and semantic-level regularities. To elucidate the mechanisms under-

lying the observed effects, we further examined the advantages of

different levels of regularities from the perspective of temporal infor-

mation integration. In Experiments 2 and 3, we investigated whether

the rivalry advantage is resistant to spatiotemporal variations in the

integration window, considering the significance of a stable integra-

tion window to the extraction and utilization of temporal structures in

visual information.19 In Experiments 4 and 5, we sought to disentangle

the contributions of conscious and nonconscious integration processes

to the observed effects, given that the continuous generation of con-

scious content in BR may be shaped by information integration both

above and below conscious levels.20

METHODS

Participants

A total of 156 native Chinese speakers (mean age ± SD = 22.4 ± 2.7

years, 81 females) took part in this study. Seventy-two participated

in Experiment 1 (18 in each stimulus condition), 18 in Experiments 2

and 3 each, and 24 in Experiments 4 and 5 each. The sample size was

determined based on previous studies that investigated high-level BR

effects and nonconscious visual processing using similar paradigms as

in the current study.21,22 A two-tailed power analysis using G*Power23

(Version 3.1.9.7) suggests that 15 participants could afford 80% power

and 0.05 significance to detect the rivalry effect with a high effect size

(Cohen’s d ≥ 0.8). We increased the sample size to 18 to achieve ade-

quate power inExperiments 1–3. For Experiments 4 and5,weenlarged

the sample size to 24 to ensure a reliable effect when disentangling the

conscious and nonconscious processes. All participants reported nor-

mal color vision and normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity with

no reported history of strabismus, and exhibited a rivalry patternwith-

out extreme eye/color dominance (less than 90%) or a large proportion

of mixture state (less than 30% of the tracking period). All participants

were naïve to the purpose of the experiment. They gave informed con-

sent to participate in procedures approved by the institutional review

board of the Institute of Psychology, Chinese Academy of Sciences.

Apparatus and stimuli

Visual stimuli were generated using MATLAB (The MathWorks) with

the Psychtoolbox extension,24,25 and displayed on a 21-inchCRT (cath-

ode ray tube)monitorwith a resolutionof 1280×1024at60Hz. For six

participants in Experiment 5, the stimuli were displayed on a 27-inch

LCD (liquid crystal display) monitor with a resolution of 1920 × 1080

at 60 Hz, and the stimuli size remained consistent on different moni-

tors. Observers viewed the stimuli through a mirror stereoscope at a

distance of 60 cm, with their heads stabilized by a chin rest.

Eachpair of the rival streams consistedof the same120 items,which

were presented in different orders to form the structured and ran-

dom sequences. Four types of stimulus streams, including idiom, shape,

motion, and contrast (for Experiment 1 only), were employed.

For the idiom condition, we randomly selected 30 different four-

character Chinese idioms from a pool of 60 idioms (familiarity> 6.4 on

a 7-point scale) and concatenated them to forma structured stream for

each trial. Each character subtended 2.12◦ of visual angle. A Chinese

idiom, like an English idiom, is a brief, meaningful phrase that always

consists of four Chinese characters, each of which is a semantic ele-

ment like an English word. Therefore, a set of successively presented

Chinese idioms can form a regularly structured stream based on its

semantic meanings, with every four characters forming a semantically

organized temporal structure. Figure 1A shows an example of a pair of

structured and random streams composed of two idioms: “����”

and “����.” “�” (bird) “�” (twittering) “�” (flower) “�” (fragrant)

means the whispering of birds and the fragrance of flowers, which is

used to describe a beautiful and vibrant scene of spring. “�” (happy)

“�” (not) “�” (miss) “�” (name of an ancient country, here referring to

the homeland of a person)means a person is too happy to be homesick.

To obtain a random counterpart of the idiom stream, we shuffled the

structured stream at the whole-stream level to eliminate the seman-

tic structure. For this particular structured stream, a possible random

counterpart could be “�(miss)�(fragrant)�(twittering)�(name of an
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F IGURE 1 Example stimuli and results of Experiment 1. (A) For each stimulus type, structured and random streams composed of identical
elements but with different stimulus sequences were presented dichoptically to participants. (B) Dominance ratios obtained by dividing the
accumulated (trial-based) andmean (percept-based) dominance durations of the structured streamswith that of the random streams for each
stimulus condition. A dominance ratio larger than 1 reveals the predominance of the structured stream. Colored lines and bars represent the group
means with bootstrapped 95%CIs, and each colored dot represents data from an individual participant. (C) Bootstrap distributions of mean
normalized dominance durations show a dissociation between the contrast and the other stimulus conditions.

ancient country)�(bird)�(happy)�(not)�(flower)” (Figure 1A). Note

that in the formal experiments, each structured stream and its random

counterpart consisted of 30 distinct idioms (120 Chinese characters).

For the shape condition, the structured streams were composed of

Gabor patches embedded in polygonal contours. The edge number of

the shape increased monotonically every four items (i.e., triangle →

diamond→pentagon→hexagon), yielding a rhythmic pattern through-

out the trial. The random streams were generated by randomizing the

sequence order within each rhythmic cycle of the structured streams,

with the constraint that no two successive items were the same within

the stream. The orientations of the Gabor patches for each rivalry pair

were set to horizontal and vertical. Each polygonal shape subtended

1.51◦ of visual angle in terms of circumradius, with a spatial frequency

of 2.4 cycles per degree (cpd) for Experiments 1–3, and 2.4 or 3.3 cpd

for Experiment4. The shape streamswere superposedona gray square

(5.09◦ × 5.09◦) to facilitate the perception of the edges.

For themotion condition, the structured streams consistedof a grat-

ing (radius: 1.51◦; spatial frequency: 2.4 cpd or 3.3 cpd [for Experiment

4 only]; initial orientation set at −45◦ or 45◦ from vertical) rotating

clockwise in 36◦ steps. Every 10 steps of movements formed one cycle

of the rhythmic structure (i.e., a full circle of 360◦). The randomstreams

were generated following the same rule as in the shape condition.

For the contrast condition, the structured stream consisted of a

gratingwhoseMichelson contrast increased from0.4 to0.7 (step=0.1)

in each rhythmic cycle. The random streams were generated following

the same rule as in the shape condition. In each trial, the paired grat-

ings were tilted−45◦ and 45◦ from vertical with the other parameters

identical to that for themotion condition.

Procedure

Prior to each experiment, participants were instructed to adjust the

mirror stereoscope in order to achieve successful binocular fusion.

In Experiment 1, participants were randomly assigned to one of the

four stimulus conditions (i.e., idiom, shape, motion, or contrast). They
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completed 16 rivalry trials divided into two blocks, with the color

assignment, the eye, and the stimulus orientation (for the shape and

contrast conditions only) counterbalanced across trials within each

block. Each trial began with a central fixation dot (0.30˚ × 0.30◦) pre-

sented to both eyes. Participants were instructed to maintain fixation

on this point throughout the whole trial. After 2 s, the structured

and random streams were presented dichoptically in synchronization,

250 ms for each item with no intervals, during the 30 s rivalry period.

The rivalry streams were tinted in red and green with matched lumi-

nance values (4.87 cd/m2), and displayed on a black (or gray for the

idiom condition) background. Participants were required to press and

hold one of two keys to indicatewhich color (red or green) of the tinted

streams was dominating perception, and to release keys when per-

ceiving a fused plaid or a piecemeal rivalry. To avoid potential fatigue

effects due to the interocular competition, each trial was followed by a

compulsory break (inter-trial interval, ITI) of 8 seconds.

In Experiments 2 and 3, the procedure was the same as that for

Experiment 1, but with the following exceptions. In Experiment 2, the

duration of each individual item was no longer constant (250 ms) but

changed irregularly with an up to 50% variance (ranging from 125 to

375 ms in 16.7 ms steps), thereby disrupting the regularities of stim-

ulation in time. In Experiment 3, the location of each stimulus was no

longer fixed but randomly jittered in the x and y directions between

±0.30˚ from the center, thus destroying the regularities of stimulation

in space. In both Experiments 2 and 3, each participant completed two

rivalry blocks (a total of 16 trials) for each of the three stimulus condi-

tions (i.e., idiom, shape, and motion). The order of stimulus conditions

was counterbalanced across participants.

In Experiment 4, we replicated Experiment 1 except for the con-

trast condition. For each stimulus type, we added a baseline con-

dition (structured-control vs. random-control) to the experimental

condition (structured vs. random) in order to dissociate the con-

scious and nonconscious effects in the rivalry advantage of structured

sequences. Both the structured-control and random-control streams

were deprived of semantic- or perceptual-level regularity as in the

random streams. However, they differed from each other in regularity-

irrelevant aspects and could be compared with the structured and

random streams, respectively, allowing us to separate the rivalry

advantage of the structured stream during its conscious stage (dom-

inance duration: structured vs. structured-control) and nonconscious

stage (dominance duration: random vs. random-control). For the idiom

condition, the random-control streams were constructed in the same

way as the random streams. The structured-control streams were

obtained by reversing the sequence order of the structured idiom

streams to destroy the semantic-level regularity. For shape andmotion

conditions, simply reversing the structured streams would not dis-

rupt the regularity. Therefore, we generated the structured-control

and random-control streams in the same way as the random streams,

while introducing different spatial frequencies to them to help discrim-

inate between the rival stimuli. We also matched the spatial frequency

between the experimental stimuli and their corresponding control

streams (3.30 cpd for structured and structured-control streams and

2.40 cpd for randomand random-control streamsor vice versa) to facil-

itate the comparisonbetween theexperimental and control conditions.

The spatial frequency of the rival streams and the order of stimulus

conditions were counterbalanced with a Latin square design across

participants. Each participant completed three BR blocks, each for one

stimulus condition. Each block consisted of 16 trials, with the baseline

and experimental trials presented in a pseudo-randomized sequence

(“ABBABAAB” or vice versa for every eight trials).

In Experiment 5, we assessed the nonconscious processing of

structured and random streams using the breaking continuous flash

suppression (b-CFS) paradigm technique.22 In each trial, participants

were asked to maintain fixation on a central cross that was con-

tinuously presented to both eyes. A dynamic Mondrian pattern was

presented to the dominant eye of the observers at full contrast to sup-

press the awareness of a structuredor randomstreampresented to the

other eye. The suppressed streams (size: 2.12◦ × 2.12◦ for idiom and

motion, 2.42◦ × 2.42◦ for shape) were rendered in gray against a black

background but otherwise the same as the stimuli used in Experiment

1. The stimulus center was located 2.27◦ to the left or right of the fixa-

tion. The contrast of the stimulus streamwas rampedup gradually from

0 to a value between 0.2 and 1 within a limited duration (1 or 2 s) and

then remained constant until responseor10 s elapsed. Thevalueswere

determined individually, basedon the criteria that the stimulus streams

could be suppressed from awareness for at least two cycles (>2 s) in 10

practice trials before the formal experiment. During each trial, partic-

ipants were instructed to press the corresponding button to indicate

on which side the target appeared as soon as possible once they saw

any part of the test image. The experiment consisted of 270 trials, sep-

arated into three blocks, each for one stimulus type,with a Latin square

design. Each block included 40 structured trials, 40 random trials, and

10 catch trials in which no stimuli appeared in the suppressed eye.

Data analysis

In Experiments 1–4, to obtain reliable estimates of the temporal

dynamics of BR, we first identified and removed the unstable percepts

basedon the following criteria. Buttonpressdurations less than200ms

were not counted as periods of exclusive dominance. Besides, during

transitions from pressing one button to the other, participants some-

times accidentally pressed both buttons for short periods (<200 ms).

Such responses were also excluded from further analysis. Based on the

remaining responses, we computed the trial-based accumulated domi-

nance duration (i.e., the overall dominance duration of a given percept

within each 30 s trial averaged across all trials) and the percept-based

mean dominance duration (i.e., the dominance duration of a given per-

cept in all trials averaged across all percepts) for the structured and

the random streams, respectively, for each stimulus type and each

participant.21,26 To facilitate comparison among different stimulus

types, we calculated the dominance ratios of the structured to the ran-

domstreambased on the accumulated andmeandominance durations.

In Experiment 1, we observed similar effects with the two domi-

nance ratio indices for all stimulus types, so in Experiments 2–4, we

only reported results based on the mean dominance ratios. Additional
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analysis based on the accumulated dominance ratios yielded very

similar patterns, which are reported in the Supporting Information.

To obtain a more robust estimate of the confidence intervals than

the standard methods, we used a standard bootstrap procedure (n

= 1000) to compute the bias-corrected and accelerated 95% confi-

dence intervals (CI) for the average of these dominance ratios.27,28

The bootstrap procedure was also applied to the normalized domi-

nance durations of the structured and random streams in Experiments

1 and 4 to illustrate the data distributions for different stimulus con-

ditions. In Experiment 1, the normalization was carried out through

dividing the mean dominance durations of the structured and the ran-

dom streams, respectively, by the average of dominance durations

of all percepts (across both streams) for each participant. In Experi-

ment 4, the dominance durations of structured and random streams

were divided, respectively, by the individualmeanof overall dominance

durations across the experimental and baseline conditions for each

stimulus.

In Experiment 5, we measured the suppression time as the reaction

times (RTs) needed for the participants to correctly indicate at which

side of the fixation they saw the target stimulus. For each individual,

only trials with RTs within three times of the standard deviation of the

individual mean based on all trials were included in further analysis.

RESULTS

Visual awareness is biased toward temporally
structured information

In Experiment 1, we pitted structured streams composed of peri-

odically changing stimuli regarding their shape, motion, or contrast

(perceptual-level regularity) and thoseof concatenatedChinese idioms

(semantic-level regularity) against their physicallymatched but tempo-

rally randomized counterparts (Figure 1A). If dynamic informationwith

regular temporal structure enjoys a privilege in the visual competition,

we would observe prolonged dominance durations (or a dominance

ratio larger than 1, see Methods for details) for the structured stream

relative to the random one.

In accordance with our assumption, one sample t-test revealed

an accumulated dominance ratio significantly greater than 1 for the

idiom streams (Figure 1B; t (17) = 2.79, p = 0.01, Cohen’s d = 0.66,

BF10 = 4.36, two-tailed, the same below), suggesting that semantic-

level regularities can promote awareness dominance during the visual

competition. Similar patterns were observed for perceptual-level reg-

ularities in the shape and motion conditions (Shape: t (17) = 2.40, p =

0.03, Cohen’s d = 0.57, BF10 = 2.29; Motion: t (17) = 3.07, p < 0.01,

Cohen’s d = 0.72, BF10 = 7.15), while not in the contrast condition (t

(17) = 0.48, p = 0.63, Cohen’s d = 0.11, BF10 = 0.27). Consistent with

these findings, analyses on the mean dominance ratios yielded similar

results: the temporal structure advantagewas found in the idiom (t (17)

= 2.80, p = 0.01, Cohen’s d = 0.66, BF10 = 4.48), shape (t (17) = 2.77,

p = 0.01, Cohen’s d = 0.65, BF10 = 4.24), and motion (t (17) = 3.97,

p < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 0.94, BF10 = 37.70) conditions, but not in the

contrast condition (t (17) = 1.01, p = 0.33, Cohen’s d = 0.24, BF10

= 0.38). The same pattern was observed when we discarded the last

percept if a button was still being pressed at the end of the trial

(see Supporting Information). Additional data analysis reveals no initial

dominance bias toward structured streams in any stimulus condition

(see Supporting Information).

To verify the differences among stimulus conditions, 1000 boot-

strapped samples of the normalized dominance durations for each

stimulus condition are shown in Figure 1C, with the horizontal axis

representing the structured streams and the vertical axis representing

the random streams. While the distribution of the contrast stimulus is

clustered around and nearly bisected by the diagonal line (y = x), clus-

ters of the other stimuli all fall below this line, confirming that only in

the later conditions, the dominance durations are reliably prolonged by

structured visual information.

Dissociation between semantic- and perceptual-level
regularities: The resistance to spatiotemporal
perturbations

We have shown that temporal structure based on regularities at the

semantic (as in the idiom condition) and the perceptual (as in the

shape and motion conditions) levels both had prolonged dominance

durations during visual competition. Is such cross-level advantage

driven by a common mechanism related to the perception of mean-

ingful events (e.g., successive idioms or rotating motions) regardless

of the properties of the stimuli? Or does it result from the tempo-

ral integration process that may have different constraints for the

perceptual- and semantic-level information? To address this issue, we

examined whether the privilege enjoyed by different levels of regular-

ities would be constrained, to a different extent, by the uniformity of

the spatiotemporal integration window.

A recent study suggests that a uniform temporal integration win-

dow (e.g., constant stimulus intervals) is critical to the extraction and

utilization of rhythmic temporal structures built on perceptual-level

regularities.19 On the contrary, the utilization of temporal struc-

ture based on semantic-level regularities may be less susceptible to

spatiotemporal variations in the integration window, given that the

“meaning” in the idiom stream is defined by the particular order of the

semantic elements over time, not by their durations or positions.21,29

Therefore, if temporal integration with different levels of regularities

is key to the rivalry advantage of structured streams, we would expect

the advantage based on perceptual- but not semantic-level regularities

to be disrupted by a varying spatiotemporal integrationwindow. Alter-

natively, if the advantage of shape and motion streams comes from

the effect of meaningful events like that for idiom streams, spatiotem-

poral perturbations on the stimulus integration window should have

little influence on the observed advantages in all stimulus conditions,

as suchmanipulationwould not prevent observers from perceiving the

meaning of the events.

To assess these possibilities, we disrupted the uniform spatiotem-

poral arrangement of individual items in the rivalry streams by adding
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F IGURE 2 Illustrations of experimental manipulations and results of Experiments 2 and 3. Stimulus streams used in Experiments 2 and 3
(illustrated on idiom stimuli as examples) were the same as those in Experiment 1, except that (A) the temporal duration of each stimulus in
Experiment 2 was not constant, but ranged randomly from 125 to 375ms; and (B) the spatial location of each stimulus in Experiment 3was not
fixed, but varied randomly from 0◦ to 0.30◦ to the retinal center. (C) and (D) Dominance ratios of the three stimulus conditions and the pairwise
Pearson correlation results for Experiments 2 and 3. The colored lines and bars represent the averaged dominance ratios with bootstrapped 95%
CIs, and each colored dot represents one participant. * p< 0.05; ** p< 0.01.

temporal (Experiment 2) or spatial (Experiment 3) jitters. In this way,

we varied the temporal or spatial properties of the integration window

without changing the information of the rivalry streams (Figure 2A,B).

In the temporal jitter experiment, the dominance ratio of structured

idiom streams over the random counterparts remained significantly

greater than 1 (Figure 2C; t (17) = 3.18, p < 0.01, Cohen’s d = 0.75,

BF10 = 8.74), with the effect comparable to that observed with the

isochronous sequences, whereas for the shape and motion conditions,

the advantage of structured streams over the random ones no longer

existed (Figure 2C; Shape: t (17) = 1.18, p = 0.25, Cohen’s d = 0.28,

BF10 = 0.44; Motion: t (17) = 0.81, p = 0.43, Cohen’s d = 0.19, BF10

= 0.33). Similar results were observed in the spatial jitter experiment.

While the structured idiom streams had a dominance ratio significantly

larger than 1 (Figure 2D; t (17) = 3.49, p < 0.01, Cohen’s d = 0.82,

BF10 = 15.35), other stimulus conditions revealed no such tendency

(Figure2D; Shape: t (17)=0.59,p=0.56,Cohen’sd=0.14, BF10=0.28;

Motion: t (17)=−0.42, p= 0.68, Cohen’s d=−0.10, BF10 = 0.26).

To quantify the association of the observed effects across stimu-

lus types, we calculated the pairwise Pearson correlation coefficients

of dominance ratios based on the mean dominance durations among

the three stimulus conditions (Figure 2C,D). For both Experiments

2 and 3, we observed a significant correlation, particularly within

perceptual-level regularities, that is, between the shape and motion

conditions (Experiment 2: r= 0.49, p< 0.05; Experiment 3: r= 0.64, p<

0.01). By contrast, no significant correlationswere observed across the

perceptual and semantic levels, that is, between the idiom and shape

(Experiment 2: r = −0.17, p = 0.51; Experiment 3: r = −0.27, p = 0.28)

or between the idiom and motion conditions (Experiment 2: r = 0.19,

p= 0.46; Experiment 3: r=−0.30, p= 0.22).

Taken together, these results reveal a clear dissociation between

the semantic- andperceptual-level regularities regarding theboundary

conditions for them tomodulate awareness.Only the privilege of idiom

streams was tolerant of spatiotemporal perturbations on the integra-

tion window, pointing to the existence of a specialized and robust

mechanism for prioritizing structured semantic information during

visual competitions. For motion and shape streams, the absence of the

temporal structure advantagemay reflect a limitation of visual feature

integration with respect to variations in the width and length of the

integration window.

Dissociation between semantic- and perceptual-level
regularities: Conscious and nonconscious benefits

Although some theories of consciousness hold that the ability of

information integration depends on or requires conscious processing,

recent studies suggest a more complex relationship between informa-

tion integration and consciousness and reveal that the spatiotemporal

integration of dynamic visual information may occur, at least to some

extent, beyond awareness.20 It poses another fundamental question:
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F IGURE 3 Stimuli and results of Experiment 4. (A) In the experimental conditions, the stimuli were the same as that in Experiment 1, except
that for shape andmotion, different spatial frequencies were assigned to the structured and random streams. (B) In the baseline conditions, the
random-control streamswere generated in the sameway as that for the random streams. The structured-control streamswere obtained by
temporally reversing the corresponding structured streams (for idioms), or by randomizing the stimulus order (for motion and shape). The
structured-control and random-control streams for shape andmotion had the same spatial frequencies as their corresponding counterparts in the
experimental conditions. (C) and (D) Dominance ratios and the pairwise Pearson correlation results for the experimental and baseline conditions.
The colored lines and bars represent the averaged dominance ratios with 95%CIs, and colored dots represent individual data. * p< 0.05;
** p< 0.01.

whether the observed privileges of different types of regularities

originate from the conscious or the nonconscious visual integration

process. Regularities in dynamic visual information may lengthen the

dominance durations of the structured streams when they are con-

sciously perceived (i.e., during the dominance phase of BR30) or reduce

the suppression durations of the structured streams when they are

inhibited from awareness (i.e., during the dominance phase of the ran-

dom streams31,32), both of which can lead to a greater percentage

of perceptual dominance. To distinguish between these possibilities,

in Experiment 4, we added a baseline condition (structured-control

vs. random-control) for each experimental condition (structured vs.

random) (Figure 3A,B). Both of the control streams lacked regular

temporal structures but shared other aspects of the corresponding

streams in experimental conditions (see Methods for details), which

allowed us to disentangle the conscious and nonconscious components

of temporal structure advantage by comparing the experimental and

the baseline conditions. On the one hand, lengthened perceptual dura-

tions for structured streams relative to the structured-control streams

may indicate the advantage of structured streams when they enter

consciousness (conscious benefits). On the other hand, shortened

perceptual durations of random streams versus the random-control

streams may reflect the effect of structural streams when suppressed

from consciousness (nonconscious benefits).

Results from theexperimental condition replicated that fromExper-

iment 1 as all three types of structured streams held a perceptual

advantage over their random counterparts (Figure 3C; Idiom: t (23) =

3.80,p<0.001,Cohen’sd=0.78, BF10=38.00; Shape: t (23)=3.75,p<

0.001, Cohen’s d= 0.77, BF10 = 33.85;Motion: t (23)= 3.93, p< 0.001,

Cohen’s d = 0.80, BF10 = 50.10). Moreover, Pearson correlation anal-

ysis of dominance ratios yielded a significant correlation only between
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F IGURE 4 Conscious and nonconscious benefits for semantically and perceptually defined temporal structures during the BR. (A) Normalized
mean percept durations of structured and structured-control streams during their dominance phase (color bars) and suppression phase (gray bars,
when random/random-control streamswere in dominance). Error bars: standard error of themean. * p< 0.05,+ p= 0.06. (B) For each stimulus, the
bootstrapped data for the dominance and suppression phases of the structured streamwere projected onto the x and y axes, respectively, with the
projected data fitted using a Gaussian probabilistic density function (PDF). The evaluated values of the two PDFswere pooled together and then
remapped into an appropriate range on the x or the y axis by applying a linear transformation for visualization purposes. These fitted curves
showed a clear dissociation of the idiom and the other stimuli along the conscious and nonconscious dimensions. Abbreviations: BL, baseline; BR,
binocular rivalry; EXP, experimental; Rdm, random; Struct, structured.

the shape and motion conditions (r = 0.43, p = 0.03), but not between

idiomand shape (r=−0.10, p=0.66) or between idiomandmotion con-

ditions (r = −0.26, p = 0.22). For the baseline conditions, by contrast,

the benefit in BRwas eliminated for the structured-control streams, in

all three stimulus types (Figure 3D; ps > 0.5; Idiom: Cohen’s d = 0.01,

BF10 = 0.22; Shape: Cohen’s d = 0.11, BF10 = 0.25; Motion: Cohen’s

d < 0.01, BF10 = 0.22). In addition, there was no reliable correlation

between any of the stimulus pairs (ps>= 0.8).

More importantly, for each stimulus type, we evaluated whether

the structured streams gained perceptual advantages from the dom-

inance (conscious) or the suppression (nonconscious) period of BR.

During the dominance phase (Figure 4A), the mean normalized dura-

tion was significantly prolonged for the structured streams relative to

the corresponding baseline for the idiom condition (t (23) = 2.30, p =

0.03, Cohen’s d = 0.47, BF10 = 1.92), but not for the shape (t (23) =

0.26, p = 0.80, Cohen’s d = 0.05, BF10 = 0.22) or the motion condi-

tion (t (23) = 1.23, p = 0.23, Cohen’s d = 0.25, BF10 = 0.42), indicating

a privilege of regular structure at the conscious level restricted to

semantic-level regularities. During the suppression phase of the struc-

tured information (Figure4A), on theotherhand,we found significantly

reduced suppressiondurations for the structured streamsas compared

with the baseline for the motion conditions (t (23) = −2.16, p = 0.04,

Cohen’s d = −0.44, BF10 = 1.50), and marginally significant reduced

suppression durations for the shape condition (t (23)=−2.02, p= 0.06,

Cohen’s d = −0.41, BF10 = 1.20), but not for the idiom condition (t

(23) = −0.15, p = 0.88, Cohen’s d = −0.03, BF10 = 0.22), suggesting

an advantage at the nonconscious level induced by perceptual-level

regularities.

For better comparisonwithin each stimulus condition, we visualized

the bootstrap distributions of normalized durations in the experi-

mental and the baseline conditions based on 1000 resampled data

sets (Figure 4B). The horizontal and vertical axes represent the con-

scious (dominance) and the nonconscious (suppression) phases of the

structured/structured-control stream, respectively. It is clearly shown

that, for the idiom stimuli, the resampled data sets separate in the

dominance rather than the suppression dimension, which means the

observed privilege of structured idiom streams arises mainly from

lengthened perception when they dominate conscious awareness. By

contrast, for the shape andmotion streams, the experimental andbase-

line conditions diverge primarily at the suppression phase, highlighting

the contribution from nonconscious processing of the structured

information.
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F IGURE 5 Schematics of the stimulus sequences used in the b-CFS Experiment and the suppression time results. (A) A dynamicMondrian
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suppression times) for each stimulus condition were shown in (B). Error bars: standard error of themean. Abbreviation: b-CFS, breaking
continuous flash suppression. * p< 0.05.

Privilege of the perceptual-level temporal structures
in conscious access

From the start to the end of a rivalry trial, the same stimulus stream

can be consciously perceived at some moments but suppressed by the

rival stream into nonconsciousness at other moments, resulting in a

confounding effect that the conscious and nonconscious processing

interferes with each other. Some may argue that the lack of noncon-

scious privilege of the structured idiom stream in Experiment 4 may

result from the disturbance of the conscious processes. To solve this

problem, in Experiment 5, we directly probed the role of regular tem-

poral structures in nonconscious visual processing using the b-CFS

paradigm.22 By presenting a salient dynamic noise to one eye and the

target stimulus to the other, we created a situation where the target

was continuously suppressed until it broke into awareness (Figure 5A).

The time for the target to reach awareness can serve as an index

to assess the potential effects associated with nonconscious visual

perception.

Paired sample t-tests revealed that for the shape and motion

conditions, the perceptual-level structured streamsemerged fromsup-

pression significantly faster than the random ones (Figure 5B, Shape:

t (23) = −2.51, p = 0.02, Cohen’s d = −0.51, BF10 = 2.79; Motion: t

(23) = −3.07, p = 0.01, Cohen’s d = −0.63, BF10 = 8.08); whereas for

the idiom condition, the difference of suppression time between the

structured and random streams was not significant (t (23) = −1.18,

p = 0.25, Cohen’s d = −0.24, BF10 = 0.40). These findings suggest

that perceptual-level regularities in temporal structures of visual infor-

mation could be extracted without awareness, while semantic-level

structures could not, which is in good accordance with the dissocia-

tion of conscious and nonconscious privileges of temporal structures

observed in the BR experiment.

DISCUSSION

A multi-level privilege of regular temporal structure
in visual competition

By adopting dynamic visual streams in BR, our study provides novel

evidence that visual awareness is biased toward information with reg-

ular temporal structures. Specifically, temporally structured streams

formed by several types of visual stimuli, including Chinese idiom,

shape, and motion, enjoyed longer dominance durations relative to

their random counterparts in BR. Such an advantage is not attributable

to low-level factors, as the rivalry streams always consisted of the same

elements though being arranged in different sequences. Nor can it be

accounted for solely by the repetitions of physical stimuli, given that

the effect persisted even for structured streams constructed by nonre-

peated Chinese idioms. Alternatively, the current findings suggest that

regular information structure in the temporal dimension can robustly

facilitate visual competition across different stimulus levels.

These findings, however, do not warrant that the prioritization

of regularity in dynamic visual competition is a universal rule that

applies to all types of visual stimuli. Indeed, the perceptual advantage

induced by perceptual-level regularities did not extend to rhythmic

structures defined by contrast change. The difference between con-

trast and the other stimulus conditions probably lies in that contrast

is among the most basic visual features that can be well resolved by

neuronal responses within the primary visual cortex,33 making con-

trast perception more vulnerable to changes in stimulus strength. For

perceptual-level stimuli, including the contrast, the overall stimulus

intensity change was more evident for the random streams than for

the structured streams. In particular, the random streams conveymore

abrupt transitions in low-level visual features, which can yield higher
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salience and attract more attention. Such imbalance in rival stimuli

would predict stronger BRdominance for randomvisual streams, given

that perceptual predominance in BR is sensitive to low-level stimulus

differences related to stimulus strength or salience.34 This might can-

cel out the integration benefits of structured information and lead to

the lack of perceptual advantage for the structured contrast streams.

However, this low-level influence seems to be overwhelmed by the

facilitation effect of regular temporal structure in shape and motion

conditions, suggesting that the observed advantage may rely on a

higher-level mechanism that is sensitive to the temporal structure of

the stimuli and probably operates beyond the early (monocular) stage

of visual processing.

Despite the lack of effect in the contrast condition, what gives

rise to the observed advantage of the structured shape, motion, and

idiom streams? Does a common mechanism underlie the advantage

shared across these stimulus types? The inter-stimulus correlation

analysis provided an initial hint on these issues: significant correla-

tions of the dominance ratio were found only between the motion and

shape, but not between the idiom and the other two stimulus condi-

tions, indicating that perceptual- and semantic-level regularities might

not modulate perceptual awareness via a unified mechanism. A more

powerful way to test this proposition is to identify the boundary con-

ditions for the observed effect with different stimuli. To this end, we

disrupted the uniformity of the spatiotemporal integration window of

the rivalry streams (Experiments 2 and 3), and found the perceptual

advantage of structured streams persisted in the idiom condition but

disappeared in the motion and shape conditions, suggesting a disso-

ciation between the effects caused by semantic- and perceptual-level

regularities. Intriguingly, such dissociation was also manifested in the

results that structured streams defined by two types of regularities

modulated visual competition at different conscious stages (Experi-

ments 4 and 5). Collectively, these results suggest that the privileges

of perceptual- and semantic-level regularities are unlikely to be driven

by a simple common mechanism, albeit there is a general tendency for

the human brain to prioritizemulti-level structured information during

visual competition.

Information integration and consciousness

The current findings provide valuable insights into the relationship

between integration and awareness, an issue central to the contem-

porary research of consciousness.5,20,35,36 The IIT proposes that the

content of consciousness can be qualitatively identified and quantita-

tivelymeasuredby theprocess of information integration. In particular,

a conscious experience is identical to a conceptual structure encom-

passing a maximum of integrated information, with the extent of

integration specified by the variable Φmax.5 Thus, the alternation of

conscious experience in BR can be explained by the competition

between the conceptual structures separately corresponding to the

information presented to the two eyes, while the experiential contrast

between seeing one percept and the other depends on the extent of

integration of the corresponding conceptual structures.37 Specifically,

when two conceptual structures specified by corresponding neural

complexes coexist in the brain, the one with a greater amount of

integration or intrinsic irreducibility (with a largerΦmax) has an advan-

tage in accessing consciousness. Based on the computational rule of

IIT,38 the Φmax of a system can be calculated based on the underlying

cause–effect repertoire defined by the transition probability of past

and future states relative to the current state. Accordingly, the concep-

tual structure specifying the structured streams should have a higher

estimatedΦmax value than that for the random streams. It is because in

the former case, the probability distribution of past and future states is

more constrained by the current state and far from the unconstrained

distribution (higher irreducibility), whereas in the latter case, the sys-

tem is less constrained and close to the unconstrained condition (lower

irreducibility).

In this view, the observed perceptual advantage of structured

information streams may arise from enhanced temporal information

integration in the corresponding conceptual structure. In other words,

the integration of visual elements over time may benefit from their

intrinsic connections defined by certain types of regularities, allowing

the incorporation of discrete events into a conceptual structure with

a higher amount of integration such that facilitates the emergence of

subjective conscious experience.5,38 Note that IIT would predict an

overall advantage of structured streams during the visual competi-

tion, but cannot explain the lack of effect for contrast sequences and

the different boundary conditions for the observed effects between

semantic- and perceptual-level stimuli. Therefore, although our find-

ings are in line with the assumption of IIT, they also emphasize the

necessity to complement the theoretical framework by specifying

the associations between the generation of conscious content and

information integration over different stimulus levels.

Furthermore, identifying the limits of nonconscious visual process-

ing is vital to revealing the function of consciousness. It has been

widely recognized that the perceptual processing of some basic visual

elements, such as orientation,39 aswell as certain higher-level informa-

tion, such as recognizable words,22 can occur without awareness. But

to achieve a coherent and continuous conscious experience, the visual

system has to go beyond the perceptual processing of separate visual

elements and integrate the sensory information across multiple spa-

tial and temporal scales. To what extent such integrative processes can

take place without awareness, or the scope of unconscious integrative

processes, is a critical issue that remains to be resolved.20 The current

study casts light on this issue from the aspect of temporal integration.

We found structured shape andmotion streams but not idiom streams

enjoyed a perceptual privilege even below consciousness. These obser-

vations coincide with previous findings of nonconscious adaption to

invisible apparent motion and biological motion sequences,40 sug-

gesting that consciousness may not be required for the temporal

integration of certain types of rhythmically changed visual patterns.

By contrast, empirical results concerning the integrative processing

of invisible semantic information seem more complicated. Although

there has been evidence for nonconscious temporal integration of

meaningful contents based on semantic or arithmetic relations,41,42

others failed to find such an effect for sequentially presented
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characters within an idiomatic context.43–45 Our finding that the per-

ceptual advantage of concatenated idiom streams in BR transpired

primarily above the conscious level supports the notion that the tem-

poral integration of symbolic information based on complex rules may,

to some extent, require the awareness of the visual elements.

In addition, Mudrik and colleagues have raised the window of inte-

gration (WOI) hypothesis predictingwider-range integration and a big-

ger integration window for conscious processing versus nonconscious

processing.20,46 Here, we observed dissociation of the conscious and

nonconscious rivalry advantages for semantic- and perceptual-level

regularities, with different susceptibility to spatiotemporal perturba-

tions on the integration window. While these findings do not provide

direct evidence for the WOI hypothesis, they support a general dis-

tinction between integration windows for conscious and nonconscious

visual processing, and highlight the need to take into account the sta-

bility of the integration window besides its size when evaluating the

difference between conscious and nonconscious processing.

Other possible mechanisms underlying the temporal
structure privilege

One might argue that the temporal structure advantage observed

in the current study can be adequately explained by the attentional

processes. Based on the biased competition theory of attention, the

modulation of attentional control occurs on different stages of BR,

particularly when there is unresolved stimulus conflict (e.g., after the

stimuli are initially presented) and when conflict is resolved at a higher

level of processing (e.g., sustained stimulus rivalry).47

On the one hand, there has been substantial evidence that object-

based attention and endogenous attention can bias initial dominance

inBRafter stimulus onset.48,49 To testwhether initial attentional selec-

tion contributed to the current study, we conducted additional analysis

on the initial dominance data (more details are available in the Sup-

porting Information). The analysis revealed no evidence for an initial

attentional bias, excluding the influence of initial attentional selection

on the observed advantage of structured streams in BR dominance.

On the other hand, rivalry dominance at the sustained rivalry stage

appears less susceptible to attentional modulation and hinges on task

relevance of the stimuli. Meng and Tong instructed subjects to hold

one of the two rival stimuli dominant for as long as possible.50 The

results showed only a weak and statistically unreliable attentional

modulation effect over the dynamics of BR, in contrast to the strong

attention modulation effects observed in studies of perceptual rever-

sals for other bistable stimuli.50–52 Moreover, Chong et al. found that

enhancing task relevance of a rival stimulus (e.g., directing observers’

attention to a changing feature of that stimulus) can lengthen per-

ceptual dominance.53 These attentional modulation effects are not

applicable to the current research, as neither voluntary control nor

task-driven attentional selection was involved in our behavioral task

(i.e., color discrimination).

While the biased competition theory of attention deals with how

stimulus- and task-driven attentional selection modulates BR, the

possible effect of history-driven selection, a process that can influ-

ence the allocation of attention parallel to top-down and bottom-up

selection,54 remains to be examined. The history of attentional deploy-

ment can elicit attention bias toward regularity through statistical

learning.11,55 Future research could examine whether temporal struc-

tures defined by perceptual- and semantic-level regularities modulate

visual attention and identify whether the findings contribute to the

advantage of structured streams in BR. Addressing these issues may

help advance our understanding of the intricate relationship between

attention and awareness.56

Besides, our research seems relevant to one high-level factor that

modulates BR, that is, the predictive context. A previous study showed

that viewing a regular sequence of rotating gratings (the context)

prior to a BR trial will bias the onset percept toward a grating pre-

dicted by the context.57 The stimuli used in that study were similar

to our motion streams but those stimuli preceded the rivalry trial and

were explicitly perceived by observers. Thus, observers may voluntar-

ily direct their attention to the predictable pictures at the beginning

of the rivalry trial, an effect referred to as “attentional expectations.”

In the motion (as well as the shape and contrast) conditions of our

study, observers were unaware of the regularities embedded in the

rival streams, as revealed by the debriefing assessment following the

experiment. Therefore, the observed structure advantage throughout

sustained rivalry is not likely to arise from the endogenous “attentional

expectations.”However, there remains apossibility that predictivepro-

cessing of visual information, which may not require the awareness of

the regularity, may foster the continuous generation of conscious con-

tent. The predictive processing theory assumes that BR results from

the competition between two perceptual hypotheses (best guesses)

and the onewinning the competitionwill dominate consciousness.58,59

Thus, the advantage of structured streams that we observed may

be attributed to the high predictability of the structured streams

induced by temporal regularities. The neural mechanism behind

the predictive processing may involve recurrent interactions among

brain regions supporting conscious generation and visual temporal

integration, given the significance of recurrent signals in conscious

perception.37

CONCLUSION

To recapitulate, we show that during dynamic visual competition,

visual awareness is biased toward information with regular tempo-

ral structures. While such advantages can be generalized to semantic-

and perceptual-level regularities, the underlying benefits, respectively,

stem from conscious and nonconscious temporal integration with dif-

ferent susceptibility to variations in the spatiotemporal integration

window, suggesting that they aremediated by partially overlapping but

distinct mechanisms. These findings corroborate and extend the IIT by

highlighting the crucial role of structure-guided information integra-

tion in the continuous emergence of conscious content. They also shed

light on the relationship between integration and awareness across the

hierarchy of visual information processing.
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